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1. Introduction. A topological space X is called Frdchet if each
point in the closure of a subset AcX is the limit of a sequence from A.
In 1972, E. Michael [5] raised the question whether there exist two compact
Hausdorff spaces X and Y such that the product space X Y is not Frchet.
After then, various examples of such spaces were constructed by T.K.
Boehme and M. Rosenfeld [1] (under the continuum hypothesis CH), V.I.
Malyhin and B. E. Sapirovskii [4], R. C. Olson [7] (under Martin’s axiom),
and P. Simon [8] (without extra set-theoretic assumptions).

Generalizing E. Michael’s question for more than two compact spaces,
T. Nogura [6] asked" For n>=2, is there a compact Frchet space X such
that X is Frchet but X / is not Frchet?

The purpose of this paper is to answer the question positively under
Martin’s axiom. Indeed, using G. Gruenhage’s technique [2] and Franklin
compact spaces, we construct for each n with 3n, a compact Frchet
space X such that X is Frchet for any kn, but X is not Frchet.

All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. The symbol o denotes the
first infinite cardinal and, simultaneously, the set of non-negative intege,’s
with the discrete topology.

2. Preliminaries. The Stone-ech compactification of the countable
discrete space o is denoted by fl(o. For each A c0o, the set A* is defined
by A*=cl A--A. Let LP be an infinite family of disjoint clopen subsets
of co*. The Franklin compact space F(LP) is a quotient space of rico obtained
by the decomposition of flo into {o*-- LP}, elements of LP, and one-point
sets {n) with n e o. Express F(LP) as {oo} LPUw, or more precisely, as

{oo,} u_@ u .
Note that every family LP of disjoint clopen subsets of co* can be writ-

ten as LP--{I*" I e 5}, where the family 5 is an almost disjoint family of
infinite subsets of co. A family 5 is said to be almost disjoint if I J is
finite for any distinct members I, J e .

It is easy to check the following lemma
Lemma 1. (a) F(LP) is a compact Hasdorff space.
(b) Each point of co is isolated.
(c) Let P LP and P- I*, where I . Then the family {{P} U (I--F)

F is a finite subset of co} is a neighborhood base at the point (P}.
(d) The family {{oo} U(LP-)U(co-U (-F) ( is a finite subfamily

of LP, and F is a finite subset of co} is a neighborhood base at the point oo5.
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The following lemma was essentially proved by T. K. Boehme and M.
Rosenfeld [1], and V. I. Malyhin and B. E. Sapirovskil [4]. G. Gruenhage
[2] proved the case n=w.

Lemma 2. Let l=no. Suppose that LP=[_) {" in} is an infinite
maximal disjoint family of clopen subsets of (o* such that=whenever i:/:]. Then the product space {{c()}[2w" in} is not a
Frgchet space as a subspace of the product [ {F()’in} of Franklin
compact spaces.

A space X has countable tightness if or each AX and x e cl A, there
is a countable subset B of A such that x e cl B.

Lemma : (V. I. Malyhin [3]). Suppose that X is a cmpact space
with countable tightness for each i e oo. Then the product
also has countable tightness.

G. Gruenhage constructed the ollowing maximal almost disjoint
amily in order to show the existence of a countable Frchet space X such
that X is Frchet or all n e (o, but X is not Frchet.

Lemma 4 [2] (MA). There is an infinite maximal almost disjoint
family = [_){’i e o} of infinite subsets of o satisfying the following
properties

(a) 55= i/i];
(b) each finite subset of o is contained in a member of for each

i e o; and
(c) suppose that k e o, Jk, {I ] e J} and A(I {(o" i e k--J})
( {I" ] e J}) are sch that

n [( ]-[ {w- E(i)" i e k-- J}) ]-I {I- F(])" ] e J})] =/=
whenever E(i) is a finite union of members of 5, and F(]) is a finite subset

of (o. Then for each m e w, there is a sequence {a0, al, ...} in A such that
whenever E(i) is a finite union of members of -- and F(]) is a finite
subset of o, there is a natural number n satisfying that

{a, an 1, a 2, V[ {o-- E(i) i e k-- J}) ( {I-F(]) ] e J}).
Proof (Sketch). We shall follow the construction of

={L(a)" ac, i e (o} and the notation in [2]. Obviously the property (a)
holds. By the construction, for each i e and a finite subset F of w, there
is n e o with FIi(n) e . Therefore (b) is satisfied. It remains to check
(c). Suppose the assumption of (c). Similarly to the last paragraph of
the proof of Theorem in [2], take c, fl0=fl(), the sequence 0, 1, in

A=A() and the partition o={W’m e o} at the -stage. Define {a0,
a, .-.}= {n" n e W}. Observe that I()= [() n e W, i e k--J} e ,
and hence or each I e -, I I.() is finite because 5 is an almost dis-
joint amily. Now it is not difficult to check the property (c).

:. txample.
Lemma (MA). For each n with 3 =n=o, there is a family {X i

of compact Frgchet spaces such that
(a) if kn and {Y ik} is a family where each Y is equal to X for
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some ]n, then the product I-[ {Y" ik} is Frgchet, but
(b) I-[ {X" in} is not Frgchet.

Proof. Let 3n(o and 5=L){5" i e (o} be the amily in Lemma 4.
I no, define ={I* I e } or each in--1 and LP_={I* I
n--lieo}}. If n=o, simply define P={I*’Ie} or each in=(o.

Define X=F() or each in. We will show that the amily {X "in}
o Franklin compact spaces is the desired amily. Since =L){P" in}
is an infinite maximal disjoint amily o clopen subsets of (o*, it ollows
from Lemma 2 that V[ {X" in} is not Frchet. So it remains to show
the property (a) of our theorem.

Let kn and {Y" ik} be a amily satisfying that each Y{ is equal to

X or some ]n. We show that Y= l-[ {Y" ik} is Frchet. Since kn,
we can find mn such that X:Y or each ik. Fix such m. To show
the Fr4chet property of Y, let y e Y, BcY and y e cl B. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that Y=({I0*}, {I1"},’’ ", {Ip$-l}, OOp,..., OOp+q_,

oO+q, ..., oo_) and BcoXLPX X,+_Xo--q. The other cases are
trivial or reducible to a case similar to this one.

Since every Franklin compact space has countable tightness, by
Lemma 3, Y also has countable tightness. So we may assume that B is a
countable set. Then there is a countable subfamily Q+,cLp+ for each
r=0, 1, 2, ..., q-1 such that Bo’X,X (,+q_,Xo--q. Pick an
arbitrary member I+ e (-p+r or each r=0, 1,..., q--1. Since {co+,.}
U ,+r iS homeomorphic to a convergent sequence, it is homeomorphic to
{I*+} U I+{I*+} U o. Hence we may assume moreover that Y= ({I0"}, {I*},

.., {I*_1}, {1*}, -’., {I*+q_l}, co+ q, ..., co_) and Bcw" X
By the argument similar to [2], we obtain a set Jck, a amily {I"

] e J} and a subset A o B satisfying the assumption o Lemma 4 (c).
Recall that X=/=Y for each i<k. Therefore the family o all sets of the
form (l-[ {o- E(i)" i e k--J}) (1-[ {I F(])" ] e J}), where E(i) is a finite
union of members of oq-- and F(]) is a finite subset of (o, becomes a local
network at y in Y. Hence the sequence {a0, a, } in A obtained by Lemma
4 (c) converges to y. The proof is completed.

Theorem 6 (MA). For each n with 3n =o, there is a compact
Frgchet space X such that X is Frgchet for any kn, but X is not
Frgchet.

Proof. Take the amily {X’in} of Lemma 5. If nw, let X be
the disjoint topological sum (R){X" in}. If n=w, let X be the one point
compactification of (R){X "in=o}. Since X contains ]-[{X "in}, X is
not Frchet. It remains to prove that X is Frchet or any kn. If
no, this ollows immediately rom Lemma 5.

Suppose n=(o. Denote by p the only one point o the set X-(R){X"
io}. We must show the Frchet property at points o X whose coordi-
nares contain p. But the neighborhood base at p in X is the same as a
convergent sequence if we identify each X to a point x. Therefore by the
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argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5, we can show that X is Frchet.
Problem. Are Lemma 5 and Theorem 6 true within ZFC?
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